A LEVEL
PHOTOGRAPHY
INTRODUCTORY SUMMER CHALLENGES

Challenge 1 >> Storytelling Through Pictures
The Idea (Intentions)
WHAT TO PHOTOGRAPH?
Parties, sporting events, gatherings, Celebrations.
Photographing events involves more than just
waiting for guest and revellers to stop and pose for the
camera. Its about revealing the retelling of an occasion
through the visual medium. The way in which a story is
presented dictates the way people remember it later on

Ingredients:
- Digital camera/Phone
- An Occasion
- A crowd, group, small gathering
The process
Way 1- Identify the main characters
capturing them in action, with background details
that reveal additional details
(location, time of day, size of crowd).
Way 2- Work on a unique angle, the sough
after frame of the moment the triumphant
marathon runner crosses the line.

Presentation
Task 1: Write a few
paragraphs describing
what you plan to do.
Task 2: Take 36
images of an
occasion, print
contact sheet, 4 best
images, annotated

Challenge 2 >>Start Obsessing
The Idea (Intentions)
WHAT TO PHOTOGRAPH?
Food (English breakfast) shoes, people, faces, hands,
letters, objects, signs. Select a subject that you will be
able to photograph repeatedly over the same day or
over many days.
Ingredients:
- Digital camera/Phone
- Object
- person etc.
- Same view point
The process
Way 1- Identify the subject matter and frame the
Shot so that the object is central within the frame
Background can be textured but should be relevant so
for example a table cloth behind the breakfast you
photograph everyday is fine. That reveal additional

Way 2- In post production add in lighting effects to
focus the viewer on the subject matter.

Presentation
Task 1: Write a few
paragraphs describing
what you plan to do.
Task 2: Take a
minimum of 20
images to arrange in
the same layout as
the example of shoes.

Challenge 3 Scavenger Hunt
The Idea (Intentions)
WHAT TO PHOTOGRAPH?
Make a list of 44 things and make sure that some
things listed are very literal, (for example; food I ate,
perspective, silhouette, red etc.) But also include
things that are more open to interpretation, (religious
icon, something natural etc.)

Ingredients:
- Digital camera/Phone
- Places
- Objects
- People etc.
The process
Way 1- Make a list before
Why do we make a list before? Forces you to take
shots of things you might not otherwise consider
shooting. Not “Photo walking” which is unfocused
Way 2- Include a few things specific to your location
for example if you were in New York – “Yellow cab”

Presentation
Task 1: Make your list
of 44 things.
Task 2: Collage 4 A3
sketchbook pages
with all the images,
leaving no empty
space.

